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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Cable, satellite, and broadcast television (TV) networks produce a tremendous
amount of information every day. People commonly subscribe to cable and satellite TV
packages with over 80 channels. There are four major news channels: CNN, CNN
Headline News, Fox News, and MSNBC. They are each on a 24 hour news cycle with
over 16 hours of news shows every day. There are four major broadcast networks: ABC,
CBS, Fox, and NBC. They each broadcast over 16 hours of news and entertainment
shows every day.
A basic question for news content is “who is speaking now?” If this question can
be answered, the news content can be structurally organized, and we may answer
questions like “what did person X say about an issue?” Such information can be used for
further data mining and analysis. It can help make TV transcripts more readable and
allow TV viewers to quickly access other relevant data . By capturing the closed caption
information transmitted with each TV show, the process of manipulating and displaying
this information can begin. Unfortunately, closed captions of live TV shows do not
contain the speaker's name. Speaker transitions are marked with a “>>” prompt, but no
speaker name is displayed, except for prerecorded TV shows. This means the closed
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caption transcripts of live news and entertainment programs cannot be easily understood
when read on a computer.
1.1

Motivation
We would like to identify who is speaking at a specific instant. To solve this

problem, we need to identify people by using face recognition and then identify moving
lips to see who is talking in case multiple people appear in the same scene. Moreover, we
want to name the speaking person. We plan to achieve this without providing any
external information.
In the past, this problem has been studied by first training a system using a set of
faces and audio with labeled names. These supervised systems build a model for face and
audio recognition. Then when new content is provided, the system can identify the faces
or voices based on their classification model. However, such systems require a training
set. This training set should include faces of people associated with the names of people.
Similarly, the training set should also include sample audio associated with the names of
people. These supervised systems can only recognize people whom they have learned. If
a person is heard or seen for the first time, he or she cannot be recognized. Building a
classifier for each person is not feasible in real-time environments and especially, for
news videos where new faces may appear.
We would like to explore whether we can identify who is talking without
providing external information. Previous research has identified speakers on pre-trained
faces for TV shows and movies. News videos present an additional challenge because
new faces often appear. By using an unsupervised clustering algorithm, this paper
describes a way to create transcripts of TV news shows that include the speaker's name.
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Once transcripts of TV shows become available, this data can be used by a wide variety
of data mining and text analysis algorithms.
1.2

Method
The names of speakers are not provided externally by training. We would like to

search within the TV news for the speaker names. TV news has three components: video,
audio and closed captions. The names of people may appear at the bottom of a scene or
below their faces in the video. For example, it is likely that the name of a person appears
when they start talking. This also implies that we do not expect to see the name of a
person each time he or she speaks.
We have used a digital video recorder (DVR) to capture TV news in the MPEG-2
file format that supports video, audio and text. These three components are the three
sources of information used to determine who is speaking. For the first source of
information, video is used for face analysis and text recognition. Face detection, face
recognition, face clustering, and face landmarking are applied on the video to determine
which face is speaking. Then, optical character recognition (OCR) of overlay text in
video frames is performed to find the speaker name. By examining the output with
natural language processing (NLP) parts-of-speech tools, named entity recognition, and
parsing rules, the speaker's name can often be found. The second source of information is
the closed caption text. A news anchor often introduces himself or herself and introduces
the interviewee. The closed caption text can also be used for identification of commercial
breaks since text for commercial breaks is usually centered in the closed captions. For the
third source of information, the audio component is used for speaker diarization, which
identifies whenever the same speaker is speaking throughout an audio stream.
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We focus on CNN news because it is more consistent than other networks in
displaying the speaker's name on screen. We will use three methods to identify the
speaker name. Two of the methods utilize the video content, and the other one is based on
the closed captions. Firstly, our system checks whether the name of a speaker appears
while the person speaks. Our system identifies the talking face and determines whether a
name appeared on screen for this person. Secondly, our system determines which is the
most common name to appear on screen during a speaker’s audio segments. Thirdly, our
system parses the closed captions to see if the name of a speaker is used. By using
weighted majority voting to combine this information, a text transcript with speaker
names can be produced.
We should mention that our goal is not to improve stand-alone existing algorithms
such as face detection. Our system rather utilizes the existing technologies and builds a
framework to automatically label the speakers. This is a challenging research problem
since speaker labeling is based on the information available in the news broadcast.
Although we have seen studies that use training for recognizing people in the videos, we
have not encountered a study that just relies only on the news content such as ours.
1.3

Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the related work. Chapter 3

describes the details of our framework for unsupervised speaker identification method.
Chapter 4 presents the experimental results. The last chapter presents the conclusion and
future work.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

A variety of third-party programs and libraries are available to help to identify
speakers. The main research areas for this thesis are image processing, natural language
processing, and audio processing. The necessary image processing algorithms are face
detection, recognition, and landmarking. Faces of the same person need to be clustered
together. Since some face recognition algorithms do not recognize poses of the same
person at different angles, these different angle poses must be linked to the same person.
Scene change detection is needed for this face clustering. Optical character recognition
(OCR) algorithms usually work for images where the foreground text can be separated
from the background. Proper image binarization is needed for OCR techniques to
recognize text from color images. Natural language processing tools are used to process
the closed caption text and OCR output to find proper names. Speaker diarization is used
to segment the audio stream by speaker.
2.1

Face Detection
Face detection is the first step in recognizing who is speaking. The Viola-Jones

algorithm is commonly used to search an image for faces [Viola and Jones, 2002]. It has
real-time performance and reasonable accuracy. It uses a cascade of rectangular image
detectors, called integral images. Each rectangular image detector is divided into two
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types of rectangles. By comparing the sum of the pixel intensities between the two types
of rectangles, a determination can be made whether or not the image matches the
rectangular image detector. By using rectangles, the sum of the pixel intensities can be
easily calculated by pre-computing the summation of pixel intensities over the entire
image, storing these sums in an image array, and performing a few simple additions and
subtractions. This allows the algorithm to efficiently scan the entire image with the
rectangular image detectors and to repeat the process at different scale levels. By training
the image detectors on a set of images and using a variant of the AdaBoost learning
algorithm, faces can be detected. The Viola-Jones algorithm can also be used to detect
face regions such as the eyes, nose, and mouth, but the accuracy drops considerably.
The Luxand FaceSDK 4.0, which is a commercial library can perform face
detection, recognition, and landmarking [Luxand FaceSDK, 2014]. It can process a 30minute high-definition TV (HDTV) video in about 55 minutes. No information was
released by Luxand about the internal algorithms in their FaceSDK.
2.2

Face Tracking
After a face is detected in video, face tracking can be used to follow that face in

successive video frames so that the processor intensive face detection algorithm does not
have to be repeatedly called. A common face tracking algorithm is the mean shift
algorithm, which finds the most likely position for the face using a histogram of the face
image [Tao and Can-Hui, 2009]. It finds the maximum of the density function of the
intensities of the face image using an iterative technique. The speed of the Luxand
FaceSDK face detection is fast enough that it does not require face tracking.
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2.3

Face Recognition
After faces are detected, the next step is to recognize faces. Eigenfaces is a

principal components analysis (PCA) technique in which a training set of images is
separated into Eigenfaces, which can be multiplied by weights to rebuild an
approximation of the original images [Turk and Pentland, 1991]. Fisherfaces is a linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) technique, which attempts to separate a trained set of faces
using classes [Belhumeur et al., 1997]. PCA uses the differences between faces to
separate them while LDA tries to group faces using similarities. Both techniques require
a training step with pre-labeled faces, so they are not appropriate for recognizing faces in
news videos where unknown faces may appear throughout the video.
2.4

Local Binary Patterns
Since the same face may appear many times in a video, it is important to cluster

faces of the same person together. Local binary patterns (LBP) are a texture-based
approach to recognizing similar objects [Ojala et al., 1996]. It can be used to identify
similar faces [Ahonen et al., 2004]. Specifically, it can be used to cluster unknown faces.
Thus, no training is required for clustering faces. A similarity function can return a value
between 0 and 1 for any two face templates. A face template can be generated from a face
image by dividing the face into a grid, commonly 8x8 for faces. For each cell in the grid,
a LBP is computed by scanning through every pixel in the grid. For each pixel, the 8
immediate adjacent pixels are compared to the pixel to build an 8-bit value for a
histogram. If the adjacent pixel's intensity is greater than the pixel's intensity, then that
adjacent pixel's bit becomes 1. Otherwise, it is 0. Thus, for each cell in the grid, a
histogram of 256 values is created. By concatenating 64 of these for an 8x8 grid, a
bitstream is created that can be used to compare against a bitstream from another face
7

image. It can generate a similarity value between 0 and 1 using the normalized
difference. There are many variants of LBP that are specifically designed to improve the
recognition of faces. One improvement uses AdaBoosting to determine which cells are
important for face recognition [Shan and Gritti, 2008]. Another improvement uses
AdaBoosting and a face specific grid that tries to place eight cells over the eyes, nose,
and mouth [Yi and Idrissi, 2009]. Video LBP (VLBP) uses a three-dimensional grid built
from the successive frames of videos to capture motion information [Hadid and
Pietikainen, 2009]. AdaBoosting can also be applied for this technique. The Luxand
FaceSDK has a function that returns a similarity value between two face templates.
2.5

Scene Change Detector
Scene change detection is used to determine when there is a scene change in video.

The system needs to know when the scene has not changed to improve face recognition.
One issue with face recognition in successive frames is that a person may not be
recognized as the same person if the face pose changes significantly. If the scene has not
changed, we can identify different face poses as the same person. One type of scene
change detector is the histogram-based detectors [Jiang et al., 1998]. After converting an
image to grayscale, a histogram of the intensities with 256 values is created. By
computing the

difference between the histograms of successive video frames and

comparing with a threshold, a decision can be made on whether the scene changed
significantly.
2.6

Face Landmarking
After the same face can be recognized throughout a video stream, the next step is

to recognize whenever that face (or person) is talking. This requires face landmarking,
which determines the important points on a face, like the upper point of the mouth and
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the lower point of the mouth. Thus, the face with the most vertical change in mouth size
is the face that is talking. Active shape models (ASM) tries to match a model of the face
onto an image's edges [Cootes et al., 1995]. It is an iterative algorithm that minimizes
least squares error. It requires training on a human-landmarked set of face images. Active
appearance models (AAM) incorporate texture in addition to edges [Cootes et al., 1998].
The Luxand FaceSDK has a face landmarking function that returns 66 landmarks such as
the top and bottom of the mouth.
2.7

Image Binarization
Text information in the video frames must be captured to see if names of people

appear in video frames. Video frames need to be converted to binary images so that OCR
programs can process them. Video frames are usually in RGB or YCbCr format. One
approach is to slide a horizontal window over an image looking for a threshold of edges
[Lyu et al., 2005]. The first step is to convert the video frames to grayscale. Then, the
image is converted to an image of edges. A horizontal window is slid over the image.
Whenever there are more edges than a threshold, the window could contain text. The
most common colors are the background colors, and these are set to white. All other
colors are set to black. This idea works because text creates a lot of sharp edges in a small
area. Lyu's method also includes an adaptive thresholding technique. Unfortunately, the
increasing prevalence of HDTV means that TV stations are using a lot more complicated
graphics so the background of text is usually not one color. There are often gradient and
transparency effects. This means the edges around text looks a lot more like standard
image edges. A solution is to use the connected components feature of text where the text
itself is consistently one color, while ignoring the complex background [Katsuyama et al.,
2012].
9

2.8

Optical Character Recognition
OCR is a well-studied area, and there are many reliable algorithms. Common

techniques include image segmentation, matrix matching, feature extraction, and
structural analysis [Sukhpreet, 2013]. The Tesseract project was started by HewlettPackard and is now maintained by Google. Tesseract processes a binary image file and
outputs a text file that includes the image position of the text. After an image is processed
by image binarization, the image is processed by Tesseract. The output is likely to
contain speaker names and story headings in text format with (x,y) image positions.
2.9

Natural Language Processing
After video frames have been converted to text, the Stanford CoreNLP 3.2 is used

to identify when proper names occur in text, using its parts-of-speech identification and
named entity recognition (NER) [Stanford CoreNLP, 2014]. The CoreNLP inputs text
and outputs a XML file where every word has its parts-of-speech identification and
named entity recognition, if found. The NER is reasonably correct, but it is not complete,
so an additional list of names must be checked to ensure all proper names are identified.
The parts-of-speech identification is also used by programmed rules to determine when
text is identifying the person in the video frame and when text just happens to contain a
name. The CoreNLP is also used to process closed caption text and output where proper
names are found.
2.10

Speaker Diarization
Speaker diarization identifies whenever the same person speaks throughout an

audio stream. Speaker diarization outputs time segments with an associated speaker
cluster number. Every time segment with the same speaker cluster number is identified as
the same speaker. LIUM_SpkDiarization 4.2 [Meignier and Merlin, 2010] from the
10

University of Maine, France placed first in the ESTER 2 competition of French radio
broadcasts with 89% accuracy in 2008. A 4-dimensional feature vector is also output by
this tool so the same person can be identified across different audio streams.
2.11

Commercial Detection
Commercial detection provides an important technology that uses many of the

same technologies in this thesis to determine when commercials appear in a video file
[Hauptmann and Witbrock, 1998] [Duan et al., 2006]. Luckily, for the TV news shows
that were processed, most commercials appear with centered closed captioned text. This
allows easy identification of commercials, and complex techniques for commercial
detection were not needed.
2.12

Speaker Identification
Although no academic papers were found that identified speaker names in TV

news video files to produce a text transcript, four patents were found that did something
similar. Two IBM patents [Beigi et al., 2002; Amir et al., 2011] and a Cisco patent [Patil
et al., 2013] use speech recognition (speech-to-text) to generate a text transcript of the
video file, instead of using closed captions and OCR. A Phillips patent uses a
combination of audio and visual features to recognize persons [Li et al., 2003]. There
were academic papers that found names of faces in entertainment TV shows and movies
where there is a limited known cast [Everingham et al., 2009; Sang and Xu, 2012; Zhang
et al., 2009]. These use face recognition trained on pre-labeled faces.
2.13

Summary
We have decided to use the Luxand FaceSDK 4.0 for face detection, face

recognition, and face landmarking. Since face detection in the Luxand FaceSDK 4.0 is
fast, face tracking is not needed. We have chosen the LIUM_SpkDiarization 4.2 tool for
11

speaker diarization. Tesseract 3.02 has been selected as the OCR. We have used the
Stanford CoreNLP for parsing closed captions and OCR output.
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CHAPTER 3

SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION

In this chapter, we introduce our framework for speaker identification. We
explain the modules of our system. A variety of third-party programs and libraries are
used to extract a closed caption transcript and to identify the speakers. All are opensource, except for the commercial Luxand FaceSDK 4.0. We explain how these systems
are used for speaker identification. One goal of this thesis is to start with a closed caption
transcript as shown in Figure 3.1 and to produce a closed caption transcript with speaker
names as shown in Figure 3.2.
>> LET'S THINK ABOUT THIS FOR A
SECOND.
NOW ANYONE, A TERRORIST, SOMEONE
WHO IS MENTALLY ILL, A SMOPOUSA
ABUSER, A FELON, CAN ESSENTIALLY
OPEN A GUN FACTORY IN THEIR
GARAGE.
>> Reporter: IT HAS 15 PLASTIC
PIECES, ONE METAL FIRING PIN.
HE SAID THAT'S AS SIME AS A

Figure 3.1. Closed captions [CNN Newsroom, 2013, May 5, 12:00 pm].
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>> SEN. CHARLES SCHUMER: LET'S THINK ABOUT THIS FOR A SECOND.
NOW ANYONE, A TERRORIST, SOMEONE
WHO IS MENTALLY ILL, A SMOPOUSA
ABUSER, A FELON, CAN ESSENTIALLY
OPEN A GUN FACTORY IN THEIR
GARAGE.
>> EMILY SCHMIDT: Reporter: IT HAS 15 PLASTIC
PIECES, ONE METAL FIRING PIN.
HE SAID THAT'S AS SIME AS A

Figure 3.2. Closed captions with speaker names
[CNN Newsroom, 2013, May 5, 12:00 pm].
3.1

The Framework for Speaker Identification
Figure 3.3 depicts the data flow diagram of our framework. Many of the

functional blocks use open source third-party programs and libraries. Two blocks use a
commercial program (Luxand FaceSDK) with a developer's license to detect, recognize,
landmark, and cluster faces. Figure 3.4 shows the data flow diagram with program and
library names replacing their function.
The video files coming out of the MythTV DVR (block A in Figures 3.3 and 3.4)
represent the three sources of information that will be used to identify the speaker. The
first source works on video frames and uses face detection, recognition, landmarking, and
clustering to identify talking faces. Then, image binarization and OCR are used to find
the names for the faces. The second source uses closed captions data extracted from the
video file to find speaker names. The third source uses the audio stream from the video
file for speaker diarization to segment the audio stream by speaker. Each source of
information produces a set of output files. All of this information is combined by the
transcriber using weighted majority voting to identify the name of the speaker and
produce a readable text transcript.

14

Figure 3.3. Data flow diagram with functional description.
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Figure 3.4. Data flow diagram with program and library names.
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Face recognition is used to cluster faces and is composed of the following steps:
1. Detect faces in a video frame.
2. Generate templates (i.e., each appearance of a face generates a template).
3. Organize templates into poses using a similarity function. (Each pose has at
most 10 templates. Similar templates are eliminated if there are more than 10
templates.)
4. Merge different poses of the same person.
5. Identify if each face is talking or not.
OCR is used on video frames to find names, and this part is composed of the
following steps:
1. Use image binarization to convert each video frame to a binary image.
2. Perform OCR to identify names.
3. For each talking face, identify the talkingName from OCR.
The talkingName is assigned to a face if a name on screen appears when the person is
talking. This is a candidate name for that speaker.
Closed captions are also used to find possible names of people. This stage is
composed of the following steps:
1. Split closed caption based on speaker transitions.
2. Identify the names in the closed captions (ccName) using text parsing rules.
The ccName is a name extracted from closed captions. This is a candidate name for a
speaker.
Speaker diarization is used to segment audio content and cluster speakers based
on their voice similarity. This part is composed of the following steps:
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1. Generate speaker segments with speaker numbers using speaker diarization.
2. Identify the ocrName (name that appears on screen during the speaker
segments) using OCR output from video frames.
The ocrName is the text (name) that appears on screen during the speaker segments. This
is a candidate name for a speaker.
Finally, the results from these steps are merged as follows:
1. Map speaker segments to closed caption segments.
2. Find the talkingName for each closed caption segment based on talking faces
and OCR output.
3. Find the ocrName for each closed caption segment based on OCR output
during speaker segments.
4. Find the ccName for each closed caption segment by parsing closed caption.
5. Take weighted majority voting for each closed caption segment to select a
speaker name.
Majority of the information in this thesis was previously disclosed to the UAH
Office Technology Commercialization in the following documents:
UAH-C-13003 "Software for Speaker Identification in Television Closed Captions" and
addendum
UAH-P-13010 "Speaker Identification in Television Closed Captions" and addendum
It is also in the process of being submitted for a US patent.
In the following sections, we explain each component.
3.2

Speaker Identification using Face Recognition and OCR
The first set of output files contains information about all found frontal faces. The

purpose is to identify whenever the same talking person appears throughout a video file
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and to find his or her name. The open-source OpenCV 2.4.4 extracts video frames from
the MPEG-2 file (block B in Figures 3.3 and 3.4). It uses the open-source FFmpeg 1.1.1
to perform the extraction. Video frames are processed by the Luxand FaceSDK 4.0,
which is a commercial library (block E in Figures 3.3 and 3.4). The library recognizes
frontal faces with +/- 30 degrees of rotation. For each face, the library landmarks facial
features such as the top of the mouth and the bottom of the mouth. A simple algorithm
can determine which face is talking (block F in Figures 3.3 and 3.4) by identifying which
mouth is changing vertical size the most. Faces of the same person are clustered together
(block G in Figures 3.3 and 3.4).
3.2.1 Face Detection and Recognition
The Luxand FaceSDK face detection is used to find every frontal face in a video
frame. Then, the Luxand FaceSDK face recognition is used to identify whenever the
same person appears throughout a video. A cluster of similar views of that same person is
stored as a pose. Clustering faces is complicated because different angle poses of the
same individual are not matched by the Luxand FaceSDK. Thus, each cluster has
approximately the same pose angle. This would also be true for LBP face clustering.
These different angle poses must be connected as the same person.
The algorithm for face detection is provided in Algorithm 3.2.1a and described as
follows. Let videoFile represent a pointer to a MPEG-2 video file. Let I represent an
image (or frame) from videoFile. Because video contains a lot of repetitive information,
only every 5th frame is processed. Let FC represent an array of faces for the current
image. A function call to DetectMultipleFaces detects multiple faces in image I and
stores them in FC. Let fci represent the ith face in FC. Each fci stores image coordinates of
the face and face landmarking data. A function call to DetectSceneChange for image I is
19

called and the result is stored in bSceneChange. Function DetectSceneChange stores
information about the previous image to detect scene changes. Let FP represent the
previous frame’s array of faces. Let fpi represent the ith face in FP. If there is no scene
change, then the function FaceInSamePosition is called with fci and FP and returns fpi
that corresponds to any face that appears in the previous frame in the same position as fci.
This is required to connect faces of the same person. The function LandmarkFace is
called, and the top and bottom image coordinates of the mouth are stored in fci. This is
used to find talking faces. Let tc represent the current 16 KB face template, which is used
to match similar faces. The function MakeTemplate is called with image I and fci and
returns tc. Template matching is now performed to find a similar stored face template.
Let bFoundMatch represent a boolean variable that stores whether a similar template is
found. Let P represent a global array of poses. Let pi represent the ith pose in P. Let T
hold up to 10 face templates in pi. Let ti represent the ith template in T. Let tj represent the
jth template in T. Each pose is then searched to find a matching template in the poses. Let
maxSimilarity store the maximum similarity between two templates. The function
MatchFaceTemplates is called with tc and ti and returns a similarity value between 0 and
1. The maxSimilarity is updated if necessary, and the index of ti is stored in x, because
this template may be replaced by tc. If that similarity is greater than a similarity threshold,
then a face match has been found. A pointer to the pose is stored in fci. A pointer to the
face is stored in pose pi. The function ProcessFaceMatch is called to store up to 10
templates in T of pose pi. If there is no match, a new pose is created with tc. The previous
six mouth sizes are stored in the pose. After iterating through all faces in the current
frame, the current faces FC are saved as the previous faces FP. The function
WhichFaceIsTalking is called as described in Section 3.2.3. Let F represent a global face
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array. Let fi represent the ith face in the global face array F. The current faces FC are
added to F.
Algorithm 3.2.1a: FaceDetection(videoFile)
// IN: videoFile
// OUT: F, P
do
for count = 1 to 4 do
// Process every 5th frame
I = GetFrame(videoFile)
end for
I = GetFrame(videoFile)
if (I = NULL) then
break
FC = DetectMultipleFaces(I)
bSceneChange = DetectSceneChange(I) // Detect scene change to connect faces of
the same person
for each fci in FC do
if not bSceneChange then
fpi = FaceInSamePosition(fci, FP)
else
fpi = NULL
end if
LandmarkFace(I, fci)
tc = MakeTemplate(I, fci)
bFoundMatch = false
for each pi in P do
// Template matching
maxSimilarity = 0
for each ti in pi do
similarity = MatchFaceTemplates(tc, ti)
if similarity > maxSimilarity then
maxSimilarity = similarity
x = index of ti
end for
if maxsimilarity > similarityThreshold then
bFoundMatch = true
fci->pose = pi
pi->face = fci
ProcessFaceMatch(tc, pi, fpi, fci, x)
break
end if
end for
if bFoundMatch = false then
fci->pose = AddNewPoseAndTemplate(P, tc, fci)
end if
KeepPreviousSixMouthSizeInPose(fci, fci->pose)
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end for
FP = FC
WhichFaceIsTalking(FC, P)
AddFaces(F, FC)
end do
The algorithm to process a face match is provided in Algorithm 3.2.1b and described
as follows. The input x is used as index into templates T, and tc may replace tx in T of
pose p. If there was a face from the previous frame in the same position as the current
face, fp will not be NULL, and a function call to ConnectFaces will be made. This
function adds the two poses of the previous and current face to the connected pose list,
CP. It also copies the vertical mouth size data from the previous pose to the current pose.
Each pose p can store up to 10 face templates. Let numTemplates be the number of
templates in pose p. If p.numTemplates is less than 10, the AddTemplateToPose function
adds the current template tc to pose p. Otherwise, 10 templates must be chosen that
would minimize the sum of similarities between the templates in T of pose p. This is done
to retain the most dissimilar templates. Let oldSimilaritySum represent the sum of the old
similarities between each pair of templates. Let tx represent the xth template (in T of pose p)
that is most similar template to tc. Let newSimilaritySum represent the possible new sum
of the similarities if tc replaces tx. Each template in T is compared against every other
template in T to find the oldSimilaritySum. After replacing tc with tx each template in T is
compared against every other template in T to find the newSimilaritySum. If the
newSimilaritySum is less than the oldSimilaritySum, then the ReplaceTemplateinPose
function is called to replace tx with tc in T in pi. Note that in the algorithm the
newSimilaritySum (assuming replacement) and oldSimilaritySum are computed
simultaneously.
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Algorithm 3.2.1b: ProcessFaceMatch(tc, p, fp, fc, x)
// IN: tc: possible replacement template
// IN: p: the current pose
// IN: fp: the face from the previous frame
// IN: fc: the face from the current frame
// IN: x: the index of the most similar template (in T of p) to tc
// OUT: p, fc
if fp != NULL then
ConnectFaces(fp, fc)
end if
if pi.numTemplates < 10 then
AddTemplateToPose(p, tc)
else
oldSimilaritySum = 0
newSimilaritySum = 0
for each ti in T of p do
for tj = ti+1 to t10 in p do // compare each template against other templates
if x = index of ti then // compute cost of replacing tx with tc
newSimilaritySum += MatchFaceTemplates(tc, tj)
elseif x = index of tj then
newSimilaritySum += MatchFaceTemplates(ti, tc)
else
newSimilaritySum += MatchFaceTemplates(ti, tj)
end if
oldSimilaritySum += MatchFaceTemplates(ti, tj)
end for
end for
if newSimilaritySum < oldSimilaritySum then
ReplaceTemplateinPose(p, x, tc)
end if
end if
As another option, when adding a template to a pose with 10 templates, the two
most similar templates could be identified, and the one which is most dissimilar to the
others would be selected to remain in the 10 templates.
Figure 3.5 shows a video frame from CNN Newsroom, May 5, 2013, 12:00 pm.
Two faces are recognized. A big box surrounds each face. A smaller box surrounds each
mouth. The pose number is shown for each face. The total number of templates that were
matched is shown. The lowest pose number (which is used as a cluster identifier) for each
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pose is shown. The left person is recognized in pose 1, and the right person is recognized
in pose 73. The boolean value for the talking variable is shown. The average change in
mouth size is shown.

Figure 3.5. Right person is recognized in pose 73
[CNN Newsroom, 2013, May 5, 12:00 pm].
3.2.2 Different Angle Poses
Because different angle poses of the same person in a scene may not be
recognized as the same person by face recognition, these different poses must be
connected. For this thesis, we use the terminology “connecting poses” as identifying
different poses of the same person and linking those poses. In addition to processing the
video stream, a second pass through the generated data is required to connect all the
different angle poses of a person.
Figure 3.6 shows a following video frame from the same file. As in Figure 3.5,
the left person is recognized in pose 1. The right person is recognized in pose 74. This
pose must be connected to pose 73, so the poses can be recognized as the same person.
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Figure 3.6. Right person is recognized in pose 74
[CNN Newsroom, 2013, May 5, 12:00 pm].
Figure 3.7 shows three faces recognized in a video frame. The person in front is
recognized in pose 209. Figure 3.8 shows two faces recognized in a following video
frame. The person in front is recognized in pose 211. This pose is connected to pose 209
so the poses can be recognized as the same person.
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Figure 3.7. Front person is recognized in pose 209
[CNN Newsroom, 2013, May 5, 12:00 pm].

Figure 3.8. Front person is recognized in pose 211
[CNN Newsroom, 2013, May 5, 12:00 pm].
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Figure 3.9 shows the faces used to build the face templates in pose 73. Figure 3.10
shows the faces used to build the face templates in pose 74. The video frame number of
the face is shown. The number of times that each template was matched is shown. The
faces in each pose are similar. The faces between poses are slightly different, usually with
a slightly different pose angle. The two poses must be connected so the poses can be
recognized as the same person.

Figure 3.9. Faces for templates for pose 73
[CNN Newsroom, 2013, May 5, 12:00 pm].

Figure 3.10. Faces for templates for pose 74
[CNN Newsroom, 2013, May 5, 12:00 pm].
Figure 3.11 shows the faces used to build the face templates in pose 209. Figure
3.12 shows the faces used to build the face templates in pose 211. The two poses must be
connected so they can be recognized as the same person.

Figure 3.11. Faces for templates for pose 209
[CNN Newsroom, 2013, May 5, 12:00 pm].
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Figure 3.12. Faces for templates for pose 211
[CNN Newsroom, 2013, May 5, 12:00 pm].
3.2.2.1 Connecting Different Angle Poses
The algorithm must detect when the same person appears in consecutive video
frames but at different pose angles. If a face appears in the same (x,y) position as a
previous face, it is assumed that the face is the same person. If the face is not recognized
as the same person by the clustering algorithm, then it is assumed that the face is the
same person in a different pose. The different poses are connected by storing two pose
numbers in a list: the current pose number and the pose number of the previous face.
These two poses are now considered the same individual.
A histogram-based scene change detector is run on the frames. There is no need to
connect poses because if the scene has changed. The algorithm for scene change
detection is provided in Algorithm 3.2.2.1 and described as follows. We split an image
into RGB planes. We build a histogram for each plane. Each histogram bin of the current
frame is compared against the histogram bin of the previous frame. The

difference is

applied to determine the difference between histograms. If the difference is less than a
threshold, it is assumed there is no scene change.
Algorithm 3.2.2.1: DetectSceneChange(image I)
// IN: image I
// OUT: boolean value that indicates scene change
ChiSquareDifferenceSum = 0
SplitFrameIntoRGBPlanes(I, PL)
for each pli in PL do
CalculateHistogram(pli, hi)
end for
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for each hi in H do
ChiSquareDifferenceSum += ChiSquareDifferenceHistograms(hi, hpi)
end for
HP = H
if ChiSquareDifferenceSum < ChiSquareThreshold then
return false
else
return true
end if
If two faces appear at the same position in consecutive frames and their poses are
different, this means that the face similarity function does not consider them the same
person due to different angle poses but they actually belong to the same person. These
two poses must be connected and added to a global list of connected pose numbers, CP.
CP contains the list of connected pose pairs. Additionally, the vertical mouth size data is
copied from the previous pose to the current pose.
3.1.2.2 Post-processing to Connect Different Angle Poses
After processing all video frames, a clustering identifier is needed for all poses
that belong to the same person. The lowest pose number is used as the clustering
identifier. An algorithm searches through the connected poses list. Every time it
encounters a pose belonging to the same person, it recursively searches the list of poses to
find the lowest pose number of that person. That lowest pose number is stored in every
pose of that person in the list.
The lowest pose number must be assigned to each pose. For every pose, the
connected pose list is searched. If the pose number is found, then the lowest pose number
of the person is stored in the pose. If the pose number is not found, there are no connected
poses of the person. The lowest pose number is the number used to cluster different poses
as the same individual.
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The algorithm to find the lowest pose number is provided in Algorithm 3.2.2.2a and
described as follows. Let CP represent a global list of connected pose pairs. Let cpi
represent the ith cp in CP. Each cpi has a lowPose and a highPose for the two poses that it
connects. Each cpi is only processed once throughout all of the following recursive
searches. Let globalLowestPose store the lowest pose number found in cpi. Recursive
searches through CP are performed to find the lowest pose number for all connected
poses to cpi. Let cpi.lowestPose represent the lowest pose number that all connected poses
to cpi should be clustered on. After the recursive searches return, cpi.lowestPose is set to
the globalLowestPose.
Algorithm 3.2.2.2a: FindLowestPoseNumber(CP)
// IN: CP
// OUT: CP, globalLowestPose
for each cpi in CP do
cpi.bSearched = false
end for
for each cpi in CP do
// search through CP for the lowest pose
if cpi.bSearched = false then
cpi.bSearched = true
globalLowestPose = cpi.lowPose
FindNextLowestPoseNumber(cpi.lowPose)
FindNextLowestPoseNumber(cpi.highPose)
cpi.lowestPose = globalLowestPose
end if
end for
The algorithm to find the next lowest pose number is provided in Algorithm
3.2.2.2b and described as follows. Let poseNumber represent an input argument to match
with other pose numbers. Each cpi is only processed once throughout all of the following
recursive searches. The globalLowestPose is updated if a lower pose is found. If a pose is
not equal to the poseNumber, the recursive search is called again. After all recursive
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searches return, cpi.lowestPose is set to the globalLowestPose. Now, cpi.lowestPose
contains the lowest pose number for all connected poses to cpi.
Algorithm 3.2.2.2b: FindNextLowestPoseNumber(poseNumber)
// IN: poseNumber, globalLowestPose, CP
// OUT: globalLowestPose, CP
for each cpi in CP do
if cpi.searched = false then
if cpi.lowPose = poseNumber or cpi.highPose = poseNumber then
cpi.searched = true
if cpi.lowPose < globalLowestPose then // update globalLowestPose
globalLowestPose = cpi.lowPose
end if
if cpi.lowPose != poseNumber then
// if necessary, continue searching
FindNextLowestPoseNumber(cpi.lowPose)
end if
if cpi.highPose!= poseNumber then
FindNextLowestPoseNumber(cpi.highPose)
end if
cpi.lowestPose = globalLowestPose
end if
end if
end for
The algorithm to assign the lowest pose number to all poses is described as
follows. Each pose pi in P is processed. The connected poses list CP is searched to find if
a pose number in cpi matches the index of pi. If it does, then the lowest pose number in
cpi is stored in pi. Now, every pose pi contains the lowest pose number to cluster on.
3.2.3 Face Landmarking and Speaking Recognition
During the processing of the video stream, there is also an array of every found
face in every frame. This is maintained so talking faces can be identified. Talking faces
are identified using face landmarking in the Luxand FaceSDK, which returns the (x,y)
position of 66 facial landmarks such as the top of the mouth and bottom of the mouth.
Each pose stores the previous 6 frames' vertical mouth size of the same person. If poses
belong to the same person, the old pose's vertical mouth sizes are copied to the new pose.
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After processing each frame, the face with the most average change in vertical mouth size
is identified. This is determined to be the talking face, and this information is stored in
the face array.
Figures 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15 show successive video frames from CNN Newsroom,
May 5, 2013, 12:00 pm. Two faces are recognized. Boxes are shown around their faces
and mouths. The change in vertical mouth size is shown. In Figure 3.13, the left person’s
mouth is small. In Figure 3.14, the left person’s mouth is big. In Figure 3.15, the left
person’s mouth is small again. In the figures, the right person’s mouth stays about the
same size. Thus, the left person is recognized as talking.

Figure 3.13. Left person’s vertical mouth size is small
[CNN Newsroom, 2013, May 5, 12:00 pm].
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Figure 3.14. Left person’s vertical mouth size is big
[CNN Newsroom, 2013, May 5, 12:00 pm].

Figure 3.15. Left person’s vertical mouth size is small. Left person is recognized as
talking [CNN Newsroom, 2013, May 5, 12:00 pm].
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As another option, open and closed mouths could be recognized. Talking could be
identified whenever there are a lot of changes between open and closed mouths for the
same person.
The algorithm to determine which face is talking is provided in Algorithm 3.2.3
and described as follows. Let maxMouthChange store the maximum average vertical
mouth size change. Let talkingFace store a pointer to the talking face. We process each
pose pi in the current frame. Let sum store the absolute value of the change in vertical
mouth size. Let bFirst be a boolean variable to indicate whether the face is the first one in
the sequence of frames. Let previousVerticalMouthSize store the previous vertical mouth
size from pi. Let verticalMouthSizej represent up to 6 stored vertical mouth sizes in pi. For
a sequence of frames, we add up the absolute value of pi.verticalMouthSizej minus the
previousVerticalMouthSize. The average mouth size change is calculated and stored in
the face pointed to by pi. If the size change is greater than maxMouthChange, then
maxMouthChange is updated to the size change, and the talkingFace points to pi->face.
Each fci in FC is processed. If talkingFace is the same as fci, fci.talking is set to true.
Otherwise, fci.talking is set to false. Now, the talking face is identified among all faces in
the current video frame.
Algorithm 3.2.3: WhichFaceIsTalking(FC, P)
// IN: FC
// IN: P: array of poses
// OUT: P, FC
maxMouthChange = 0
talkingFace = NULL
for each pi in current frame do
sum = 0
bFirst = true
previousVerticalMouthSize = 0
for each pi.verticalMouthSizej do
if bFirst = false then
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sum += abs(pi.verticalMouthSizej - previousVerticalMouthSize))
else
bFirst = false
end if
previousVerticalMouthSize = pi.verticalMouthSizej
end for
if number of verticalMouthSizes in pi > 1 then
pi->face.averageMouthChange = sum / (number of verticalMouthSizes in pi – 1)
else
pi->face.averageMouthChange = 0
end if
if pi.->face.averageMouthChange > maxMouthChange then
maxMouthChange = pi->face.averageMouthChange
talkingFace = pi->face
end if
end for
for each fci in FC do
if fci = talkingFace then
fci.talking = true
else
fci.talking = false
end if
end for
3.2.4 Image Binarization and OCR
Text that appears in video frames is processed by OCR. Most OCRs can only
process binary images, so video frames undergo image binarization that changes a color
image into a binary image with any text appearing as black (block C in Figures 3.3 and
3.4). For image binarization, two algorithms have been implemented. For the first
algorithm, the image is converted to grayscale. Then, edges are found using 3x3 Sobel
edge operators including diagonals and an enhancement term for corners. If perpendicular
edges are found, their weight is increased by 50%. Then, the density of edges is
calculated in a sliding horizontal window. Anything above a threshold may contain text.
Then, bounding rectangles are identified. Nearby rectangles are merged, and small
rectangles are deleted. Then, the most common intensity bin for each rectangle is found
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using bins of 16 intensities each. Every intensity that is within a bin of the most common
bin is set to white. Every other intensity is set to black.
A second algorithm was needed to improve accuracy, because TV shows are
using more complex text and color schemes due to the high resolution of HDTV. This
algorithm matches each color frame to a template to find known regions of text. The
template counts for thresholds of background colors within a range of colors. This (range
of colors and location) is manually provided (or hard-coded) for each TV show and
reprogrammed if the TV show's graphics changes. One benefit of this algorithm is it
ignores extraneous text, such as stock tickers and scrolling headlines. An additional
benefit is that it can identify person names and story titles if they commonly appear with
specific graphics. To prevent repetitive calls to OCR, a simple pixel comparison
algorithm is also used on the output from image binarization. If the number of pixels that
change is less than a threshold, then the frame is not sent to OCR.
The binary image is sent to the open-source Tesseract OCR 3.02 (block D in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4). The output file contains any text that was recognized in the image
with its (x,y) position. This information is useful because a person's name will often
appear below his or her face in news stories.
The algorithm to convert a color image to a binary image is provided in
Algorithm 3.2.4 and described as follows. The algorithm receives a color input image I.
Let G represent a grayscale image. The function ConvertColorToGrayscale is called with
image I and returns a grayscale image in G. Let B represent a binary image that is created
by the function createWhiteImage with the same width and height as image I. Let
matchCount represent a counter of the number of pixels that are within the range of color
thresholds. Let I(x,y) represent the pixel at (x,y) in image I. Let the BinarizationWindow
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represent a rectangle in image I. This searches for matching background colors. Let
Ir(x,y), Ig(x,y), and Ib(x,y) represent the red channel, green channel, and blue channel of
pixel at (x,y) in image I, respectively. Let rl and rh represent the low and high threshold
for red, respectively. Let gl and gh represent the low and high threshold for green,
respectively. Let bl and bh represent the low and high threshold for blue, respectively.
Each pixel I(x,y) in the BinarizationWindow is processed. If Ir(x,y) is within rl and rh and
Ig(x,y) is within gl and gh and Ib(x,y) is within bl and bh, then increment matchCount. If
matchCount is greater than a threshold, then the BinarizationWindow should be converted
to black and white, and foreground pixels should be set to black. Let G(x,y) represent the
pixel at (x,y) in grayscale image G. Let Gl and Gh represent the low threshold for
grayscale, respectively. Each pixel G(x,y) in the BinarizationWindow is processed. If
G(x,y) is within Gl and Gh, the pixel at (x,y) is set to black. Now, the image I has been
converted to a binary image B.
Algorithm 3.2.4: ImageBinarization(image I)
// IN: image I
// OUT: binary image B
ConvertColorToGrayscale(I, G)
B = createWhiteImage(I.width, I.height)
matchCount = 0
for each I(x,y) in BinarizationWindow do // search for the background color
if Ir(x,y) in [rl,rh] and Ig(x,y) in [gl,gh] and Ib(x,y) in [bl,bh] then
matchCount++
end if
end for
if matchCount > matchThreshold then
// if enough background colors found,
for each G(x,y) in BinarizationWindow do // set others as foreground
if G(x,y) in [Gl,Gh] then
SetPixelColor(B, x, y, black)
end if
end for
end if
return B
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3.3

Speaker Identification using Closed Captions
The second set of output files contains text information from closed captions. In

order to extract closed captions from MPEG-2 files, the open-source CCExtractor 0.65 is
used (block J in Figures 3.3 and 3.4). Closed captions are a human-generated real-time
transcript of the television show with speaker transitions marked with a “>>” prompt,
story changes or multiple speakers marked with a “>>>” prompt, and timing information.
Closed caption text is displayed approximately six seconds after the text is spoken. The
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) requires every TV show broadcast in the
United States to include closed caption information. Prerecorded TV shows sometimes
include the speaker name after the prompt followed by a colon. For the TV news shows
that were processed, most commercials appear with centered closed captioned text. This
allows easy identification of commercials.
3.4

Speaker Identification using Speaker Diarization
The third set of output files include information about when the same speaker is

talking throughout an audio file. FFmpeg is used to extract a mono WAV audio file from
the MPEG-2 file (block H in Figures 3.3 and 3.4). The left or right channel can be
selected from stereo audio. The center channel should be selected from 5.1 surround
sound audio. The open-source LIUM_SpkDiarization 4.2 processes the WAV file and
identifies whenever the same speaker is talking throughout the audio file (block I in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4). It outputs a text file with a cluster for each speaker. Each cluster
contains a speaker number and every segment of time that same speaker is speaking.
Speaker numbers can be converted to names using information from OCR or closed
captions. Each speaker number has a 4-dimensional feature vector that can be used to
match the same speaker in different audio files.
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3.5

Labeling the Speaking Person
The transcriber processes all of the above information, where additional

intermediate data is created before a final decision is made about who is speaking (block
K in Figures 3.3 and 3.4). For example, face recognition combined with speaking
recognition can determine whenever the same face speaks throughout a video. Also, the
transcript is examined for the speaker's name, as the news anchor often introduces
himself or herself, and the news anchor often introduces the interviewee's name at the
start of an interview. In other examples, talking faces can be matched to a name from
OCR, and the speaker number from speaker diarization can be matched to a name from
the closed caption transcript. Thus, multiple sources of information can be information
can be combined to produce names for the speaker.
3.5.1 Map Speaker Transitions to Speaker Diarization
Each speaker transition in the closed captioning must be mapped to a speaker
diarization segment. Each diarization segment has a speaker number that identifies audio
segments with the same speaker. Timing information is used to perform the mapping.
The algorithm to map speaker transitions to speaker diarization segments and
speaker numbers is provided in Algorithm 3.5.1 and described as follows. Let ST
represent an array of speaker transitions from closed captions. Let sti represent the ith
speaker transition in ST. Each sti in ST is processed by searching through SD (an array of
speaker diarization segments from audio). Let sdj represent the jth speaker diarization
segment in SD. Each sdj in SD is searched. We are trying to determine if the time of a
speaker transition is within the duration of a speaker diarization segment. Each sdj and stj
has a startTime, which is its starting time in the video file. Let sd in sti represent a pointer
to a sdj. If sti.startTime is between sdj.startTime and sdj+1.startTime, then sti->sd points
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to sdj. Each sdj also has a speakerNumber which is the cluster number of the same
speaker from speaker diarization. This speakerNumber is stored in sdi.speakerNumber.
Now, speaker transitions are mapped to speaker diarization segments.
Algorithm 3.5.1: MapSTtoSD(ST, SD)
// IN: ST, SD
// OUT: ST
for each sti in ST do
for each sdj in SD do
if sti.startTime in [sdj.startTime, sdj+1.startTime] then
sti->sd = sdj
sti.speakerNumber = sdj.speakerNumber
break
end if
end for
end for
3.5.2 Map Talking Faces to Speaker Transitions
Talking faces must be mapped to speaker transitions. Then, the person that is
talking the most for each speaker transition must be identified. This person’s name is
copied to the speaker transitions as the talkingName. The output from the face
recognition, clustering and talking recognition is used here.
The algorithm to map speaker diarization segments to talking faces is provided in
Algorithm 3.5.2 and described as follows. Let sdi represent the ith speaker diarization
segment in SD. Each sdi in SD is processed. Let TL represent a list of talking faces that
stores the lowest pose numbers and counters for those numbers. TL is initially empty.
Each fi in faces F is processed. Each fi has a time when the face appears in the video file.
Each sdi has a startTime and a stopTime that specifies when that speaker diarization
segments occur in a video file. We are trying to determine if the time of a talking face is
within the duration of a speaker diarization segment. Each sdi is processed. If fi.time is
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between sdi.startTime and sdi.stopTime and fi.talking is equal to true, then the lowest pose
number for the face is added to the TL list, and its counter value is incremented. Each sdi
has a talkingPose that stores the lowest pose number of any talking face. The function
HighestCountPoseFromTalkingList returns the lowest pose number with the highest
counter in TL. It is stored in sdi talkingPose. Now, the lowest pose number of the most
common talking face is stored in sdi.
Algorithm 3.5.2: MapSDtoTalkingFaces(SD, F)
// IN: SD, F
// OUT: SD
for each sdi do
ClearTalkingList(TL)
for each fi in F do
if fi.time in [sdi startTime, sdi stopTime] and fi.talking = true then
AddToTalkingListAndIncrementFaceCount(TL, fi->pose.lowestPose)
end if
end for
sdi.talkingPose = HighestCountPoseFromTalkingList(TL)
end for
The most common talking name for speaker diarization segments with the same
talkingPose is copied to those speaker diarization segments. Let talkingName in sdi
represent the most common name for talking faces that appears on screen during the
speaker diarization segments. For all sdi with the same talkingPose, the most common
talking name is stored in sdi.talkingName.
3.5.3 Adding Names to Speaker Diarization
In order to identify the ocrName, names that appear on screen during speaker
diarization segments must be added to the speaker diarization segments. By using the
output from OCR on video frames, speaker names can be identified. The OCR output is
sent through the Stanford CoreNLP 3.2 for parts-of-speech parsing and named entity
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recognition. Additional parsing rules identify which text is naming the talking person and
which text is a story heading. The CoreNLP misses some names so an additional list of
names is used to compare the text against. The most common name for all speaker
diarization segments with the same speaker number is added to those diarization
segments. The name can be mapped to speaker transitions using previously generated
mappings.
The algorithm to map speaker diarization segments to names is provided in
Algorithm 3.5.3 and described as follows. Each sdi in SD is processed. Let ocrWords
represent an array of every word found from OCR of video frames. Let ocrWordi
represent the ith ocrWord in ocrWords. Let time in ocrWordi represent the time when the
word appears in the video file. Let type in ocrWordi represent the part of speech for the
word. We are trying to determine if the time of an ocrWordi is during the duration of a
speaker diarization segment. Each ocrWordi in ocrWords is processed. Let ocrName in
sdi store any name that appears on screen during the speaker diarization segments. If
ocrWordi.time is between sdi.startTime and sdi.stopTime and ocrWordi.type equals a
proper noun, then ocrWordi is appended to sdi.ocrName. Now, names that appear on
screen during speaker diarization segments are stored in the speaker diarization segments.
Algorithm 3.4.3: MapSDtoNames(SD, ocrWords)
// IN: SD, ocrWords
// OUT: SD
for each sdi in SD do
for each ocrWordi in ocrWords do
if ocrWordi.time in [sdi.startTime, sdi.stopTime] and ocrWordi.type = proper noun
then
sdi.ocrName += ocrWordi + “ “
break
end if
end for
end for
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The most common ocrName for each speaker diarization segment with the same
speaker number is copied to those speaker diarization segments. Each sdi has an ocrName
that contains the name that appears on screen during the speaker diarization segment. For
each sdi with the same speaker number, the most common ocrName is stored in
sdi.ocrName.
3.5.4 Closed Caption Parsing
The closed captions transcript is examined for hints about who is speaking using
parsing rules. These rules identify commonly used text which appears near a person's
name that may indicate who is the current speaker, who was the previous speaker, or who
is the next speaker. For example, the transcript may contain “I'm Dan Simon,” “Dan,
thank you,” or “What do you think, Dan?” Currently, when the rules conflict, the last
found rule is used.
The algorithm to match closed caption names to speaker transitions is provided in
Algorithm 3.5.4 and described as follows. The algorithm searches through all speaker
transitions, sti starting from st1. Let bParseSentence represent a boolean variable that
stores whether the current sentence should be parsed. Let ccWords represent an array of
every word found in the video file’s closed captions. Let ccWordi represent the ith ccWord
in ccWords. Let time in ccWords represent the time when the word appears in the video
file. Let type in ccWords represent the part of speech for the word. Each ccWordi in
ccWords is processed. We are trying to determine if the time in ccWordi is during the
duration of a speaker transition, sti and if that ccWordi is a proper noun. If the ccWordi is
a speaker transition prompt, then sti is set to the next speaker transition, sti+1. If
ccWordi.type is a proper noun, then sentence should be parsed. Sentences are parsed after
an end-of-line is encountered by calling the ApplyParsingRules function. Let ccName in
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sdi store any name is found from closed captions. Any returned name from
ApplyParsingRules function is stored in sdi.ccName. Now, names that appear in closed
captions during speaker diarization segments are stored in the speaker diarization
segments.
Algorithm 3.5.4: MapCCNametoST(ST, ccWords)
// IN: ST, ccWords
// OUT: ST
sti = st1
bParseSentence = false
for each ccWordi in ccWords do
if ccWordi = “>>” or ccWordi = “>>>” then
sti = sti+1
end if
if ccWordi.type = properNoun then
bParseSentence = true
end if
if ccWordi = endOfLine then
if bParseSentence = true then
bParseSentence = false
sti.ccName = ApplyParsingRules(ccWordi, ccWords)
end if
end if
end for
The most common ccName for each speaker transition segment with the same
speakerNumber is copied to those speaker transition segments. Each sti has a ccName that
contains the name found from parsing the closed captions during the speaker transition
segment. For each sti with the same speakerNumber, the most common ccName is stored
in sti.ccName.
3.5.5 Weighted Majority Voting
Finally, all the above information is combined by the transcriber using weighted
majority voting to produce the best guess at the speaker name at each speaker transition.
The algorithm to assign speaker names to speaker transitions is described as follows. For
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each speaker transition sti in ST, a WeightedMajorityVoting function is called to choose
the most common name from the ocrName, talkingName, and ccName. In case of
ambiguities, the ocrName has the highest weight. The talkingName has the next highest
weight, and ccName has the lowest weight. A voted name is returned for the speaker
transition. Now, speaker transitions are assigned a speaker name.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this chapter, we provide information about our system environment, data used
in our experiments, and experimental results.
4.1

System Environment
On a Ubuntu Linux 12.04 Intel 3GHz quad-core PC computer, the open-source

MythTV 0.25 DVR program records a television show to a MPEG-2 file from analog
cable, digital cable, satellite or broadcast television. The video capture devices are the
Hauppauge PVR-500 and the SiliconDust HDHomeRun. The video format is MPEG-2.
The audio and closed captions are included in the MPEG-2 file. GCC 4.6.3 is the
compiler. A variety of third-party programs and libraries are used to extract a closed
caption transcript and to identify the speakers. All are open-source, except for the
commercial Luxand FaceSDK 4.0. These produce three main sets of output files that are
used to identify the speaker. Table 4.1 lists the third-party programs and libraries used in
this thesis.
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Table 4.1. Third-party programs and libraries used in this thesis.
Name
ccextractor 0.65
GCC 4.6.3
FaceSDK 4.0
FFmpeg 1.1.1

Website
ccextractor.sourceforge.net
gcc.gnu.org
luxand.com
ffmpeg.org

Leptonica 1.69

leptonica.org

LIUM_SpkDiarization
4.2
MythTV 0.25
OpenCV 2.4.4
OpenJDK Java 6
Stanford CoreNLP 3.2
Tesseract 3.02

lium3.univlemans.fr/diarization/
mythtv.org
opencv.org
openjdk.java.net
nlp.stanford.edu/software/
code.google.com/p/tesseractocr

4.2

License
GNU GPL 2
GNU GPL 3
developer’s license
GNU LGPL 2.1 and GNU GPL
2
Creative Commons Attribution
3.0 US License
GNU GPL 3
GNU GPL
BSD License
GNU GPL 2
GNU GPL 2 or later
Apache License 2

Experimental Data
Four episodes each of three TV news programs were processed: ABC World

News from broadcast HDTV, CNN Newsroom from analog cable, and News Nation from
MSNBC from analog cable. Each CNN and MSNBC episode is 60 minutes with
commercials in standard-definition TV (SDTV). Each ABC is episode is 30 minutes with
commercials in HDTV. Processing takes about 95 minutes for one hour of SDTV and
about 55 minutes for a half hour of HDTV. In our experiments, we focus on CNN news
videos.
4.3

Experiments
Table 4.2 shows speaker name output for 102 speaker transitions for CNN

Newsroom, May 5, 2013, 12:00 pm. Average correct speaker identification percentage
was 63.6%. Average wrong speaker identification percentage was 18.4%. Average
unknown speaker percentage was 17.8%. When a voted speaker name could be output,
average correct speaker identification percentage was 77.4%, and average wrong speaker
identification percentage was 22.6%. Sometimes, a voted speaker name could not be
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provided. This is due to 1) there was not a name on screen when the speaker was talking,
2) a name was not found from closed captions, or 3) incorrect voice clustering due to
incorrect speaker diarization. This can be seen in the first output row in Table 4.2. Table
4.3 shows the accuracy of speaker identification for all CNN Newsroom shows.
Table 4.2. Speaker names for speaker transitions
for CNN Newsroom, 2013, May 5, 12:00 pm.
Ground-truth
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
DAN SIMON
WOLF BLITZER
DAN SIMON
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
PETER STEFAN
WOLF BLITZER
JOE JOHNS
WOLF BLITZER
CMDR. MIKE
MASKARICH
CHIEF MICHAEL
KEEFE
JOHN MAPES
CMDR. MIKE
MASKARICH
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
JUROR
TED
ROWLANDS
JUROR
TED
ROWLANDS
JUROR
TED
ROWLANDS
JAMES CARANO

Voted

ocrName

talkingName

WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
DAN SIMON
WOLF BLITZER
DAN SIMON
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
PETER STEFAN
WOLF BLITZER
JOE JOHNS
WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
DAN SIMON
WOLF BLITZER
DAN SIMON
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
PETER STEFAN
WOLF BLITZER
JOE JOHNS
WOLF BLITZER

DAN SIMON

CHIEF MICHAEL
KEEFE
JOHN MAPES

CHIEF MICHAEL
KEEFE

CHIEF MICHAEL
KEEFE

MICHAEL
KEEFE
JOHN MAPES

WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,

DAN SIMON
WOLF BLITZER

PETER STEFAN
WOLF BLITZER
JOE JOHNS

ccName
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
WOLF BLITZER
DAN
WELL, DAN,
DAN
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
>> JOE JOHNS
WELL, DAN,

TED
ROWLANDS

TED
ROWLANDS

TED
ROWLANDS

TED
ROWLANDS

RICARDO
ENRIOUEZ

RICARDO
ENRIOUEZ
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RICARDO
ENRIOUEZ

RICARDO
ENRIOUEZ
TED
ROWLANDS
JUDGE
TED
ROWLANDS
RICARDO
ENRIOUEZ
TED
ROWLANDS
JO-ELLAN
DIMITRIUS
WOLF BLITZER
TED
ROWLANDS
WOLF BLITZER
TED
ROWLANDS
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
CHIEF JUDGE
BELVIN PERRY
JR.
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
CHRISTINE
ROMANS
GREG MCBRIDE
CHRISTINE
ROMANS
JUSTIN BEIBER
CHRISTINE
ROMANS
GREG MCBRIDE
CHRISTINE
ROMANS
RYAN MACK
CHRISTINE
ROMANS
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
JOHANA
PORTILLO
WOLF BLITZER
PAUL CALLAN
WOLF BLITZER

RICARDO
ENRIOUEZ

RICARDO
ENRIOUEZ

WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER

RICARDO
ENRIOUEZ

RICARDO
ENRIOUEZ

RICARDO
ENRIOUEZ

JO~ELLAN
DIMITHIUS
WOLF BLITZER
TED
ROWLANDS
WOLF BLITZER
TED
ROWLANDS
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
CHIEF JUDGE
BELVIN PERRY
JR.
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

JO~ELLAN
DIMITHIUS
WOLF BLITZER
TED
ROWLANDS
WOLF BLITZER
TED
ROWLANDS
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
CHIEF JUDGE
BELVIN PERRY
JR.
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

JO~ELLAN
DIMITHIUS
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER
CHRISTINE
ROMANS
GREG MCBRIDE

WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER

GREG MCBRIDE

GREG MCBRIDE

CHRISTINE
ROMANS
GREG MCBRIDE
CHRISTINE
ROMANS
RYAN MACK
CHRISTINE
ROMAN,
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
JOHANA
PORTILLO
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

RICARDO
ENRIOUEZ
WELL, DAN,

WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
CHIEF JUDGE
BELVIN PERRY
JR.
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

WELL, DAN,
AND TED
ROWLANDS
WELL, DAN,
AND TED
ROWLANDS
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,

WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
CHRISTINE
ROMANS

CHRISTINE
ROMANS
GREG MCBRIDE

GREG MCBRIDE
CHRISTINE
ROMANS

RYAN MACK

RYAN MACK
CHRISTINE
ROMAN,
WELL, DAN,
WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER

JOHANA
PORTILLO
WOLF BLITZER

JOHANA
PORTILLO
WOLF BLITZER

WELL, DAN,

WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER

WELL, DAN,
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WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
FAWAZ GERGES
WOLF BLITZER
FAWAZ GERGES
WOLF BLITZER
FAWAZ GERGES
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
FAWAZ GERGES
WOLF BLITZER
FAWAZ GERGES
WOLF BLITZER
FAWAZ GERGES
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
FAWAZ GERGES
WOLF BLITZER
FAWAZ GERGES
WOLF BLITZER
FAWAZ GERGES
WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
FAWAZ GERGES
WOLF BLITZER
FAWAZ GERGES
FAWAZ GERGES
FAWAZ GERGES
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER
ANDY SCHOLES
LEBRON JAMES
ANDY SCHOLES
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
DAN SIMON
JORGE RICO
DAN SIMON
DR. JOSH
ADLER
DAN SIMON
DR. JOSH
ADLER
DAN SIMON
JONATHAN
HUTCHINSON
DAN SIMON
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
ZAIN ASHER
WOLF BLITZER
ZAIN ASHER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER
EMILY
SCHMIDT
SEN. CHARLES
SCHUMER
EMILY
SCHMIDT

WOLF BLITZER
ANDV SCHOLES

ANDV SCHOLES

ANDV SCHOLES

ANDV SCHOLES
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

ANDV SCHOLES
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

DAN SIMON
JORGE RICO
DAN SIMON
DR. JOSH
ADLER
DAN SIMON
DR. JOSH
ADLER
DAN SIMON
DAN SIMON

WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
PROFESSOR
FARWAS
GERGES
WOLF BLITZER

WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,
DAN SIMON

JORGE RICO

JORGE RICO

DR. JOSH
ADLER
DAN SIMON
DR. JOSH
ADLER

DR. JOSH
ADLER
DAN SIMON
DR. JOSH
ADLER

DAN SIMON

DAN SIMON
DAN SIMON

DAN SIMON
WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER

WOLF BLITZER

DAN SIMON
WELL, DAN,

ZAIN ASHER
WOLF BLITZER
ZAIN ASHER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

ZAIN ASHER
WOLF BLITZER
ZAIN ASHER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

ZAIN ASHER
ZAIN ASHER
ZAIN ASHER
WOLF BLITZER
WOLF BLITZER

ASHER IS
WELL, DAN,
ASHER IS
WELL, DAN,
WELL, DAN,

EMILY
SCHMIDT
SEN. CHARLES
SCHUMER
EMILY
SCHMIDT

EMILY
SCHMIDT
SEN. CHARLES
SCHUMER
EMILY
SCHMIDT

EMILY
SCHMIDT
SEN. CHARLES
SCHUMER
EMILY
SCHMIDT
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Table 4.3. Accuracy for speaker identification.
File
CNN Newsroom
2013, April 6, 1:00 pm
CNN Newsroom
2013, April 7, 4:00 pm
CNN Newsroom
2013, April 24, 10:00 am
CNN Newsroom
2013, May 5, 12:00 pm
average

% correct
68.0%

% wrong
9.6%

% unknown
22.4%

56.6%

36.8%

6.6%

55.2%

23.8%

21.0%

74.5%

6.9%

18.6%

63.6%

19.3%

17.2%

Table 4.4 has the accuracy for speaker identification, grouped by name for CNN
Newsroom, May 5, 2013, 12:00 pm. Sixty percent of the speakers with just one speaker
transition (or appearance) are correctly identified. The accuracy usually increases as the
number of transitions for a name increases. The accuracy for Wolf Blitzer is 87.0%. This
is expected as Wolf Blitzer has the most transitions, and the accuracy is better than the
overall accuracy for this video file.
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Table 4.4. Accuracy for speaker identification, grouped by name.
Name
WOLF BLITZER
TED ROWLANDS
DAN SIMON
CHRISTINE ROMANS
FAWAZ GERGES
JUROR
ANDY SCHOLES
CMDR. MIKE MASKARICH
DR. JOSH ADLER
EMILY SCHMIDT
GREG MCBRIDE
RICARDO ENRIOUEZ
ZAIN ASHER
CHIEF JUDGE BELVIN
PERRY JR.
CHIEF MICHAEL KEEFE
JAMES CARANO
JO-ELLAN DIMITRIUS
JOE JOHNS
JOHANA PORTILLO
JOHN MAPES
JONATHAN HUTCHINSON
JORGE RICO
JUDGE
JUSTIN BEIBER
LEBRON JAMES
PAUL CALLAN
PETER STEFAN
RYAN MACK
SEN. CHARLES SCHUMER

4.4

transitions
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8
7
5
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

correct
87.0%
25.0%
100.0%
60.0%
100.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

wrong
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
20.0%
0.0%
66.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

unknown
13.0%
75.0%
0.0%
20.0%
0.0%
33.3%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Discussion
Our initial goal was to generate a technique that would produce good results on all

news videos. After we have performed experiments on ABC and MSNBC news videos,
we did not get proper speaker identification. ABC and MSNBC did not consistently
display the speaker’s name on the TV screen, and the anchors and reporters did not
consistently introduce themselves. Interviewees are usually introduced. Training faces
and voices with names may be required to improve the accuracy for these TV shows.
Our proposed method works if the TV network displays names consistently and reporters
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introduce themselves. We believe displaying names and introducing people are necessary
for unsupervised speaker recognition. Our system cannot identify speakers if the TV
networks assume that their names are already known. However, our system can be used
to cluster unknown faces and voices for manual labeling.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper shows that an unsupervised clustering algorithm can identify speaker
names for closed captions in TV news video files. Our goal is to label speakers without
using external input. Only information from TV news is used. Our method needs to find
and recognize faces, determine if they speak, check whether names appear on screen,
parse closed captions for possible names, and cluster speakers based on their voice
similarity. For this challenging problem, we were able to achieve 63.6% accuracy for
CNN news shows on the average. This is promising for future work in this area.
5.1

Future Work
During this research, we have observed that we may get better results by

improving each component of our algorithm. Our methods can be used for new
applications or environments that are described below.


Profile Face Processing: Profile face analysis may help to improve face
detection, recognition, and landmarking. Although most poses are frontal
faces for news videos; detecting, recognizing, and landmarking faces in profile
may improve overall accuracy.
o Profile Face Detection and Recognition: The Viola-Jones algorithm
[Viola and Jones, 2002] must be trained on a set of pre-labeled face
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images of the same pose. If a variety of poses need to be recognized,
the process must be repeated for each pose. For example, recognizing
faces with frontal, left profile, and right profile poses would require
three times as much processing time. Detecting and recognizing faces
in profile should increase overall accuracy.
o Profile Face Landmarking: Since these algorithms are trained on a set
of faces with the same pose, they have the same limitation that ViolaJones face detection has and could require up to three times as much
processing to landmark left profile, frontal, and right profile faces. One
solution is to recognize faces in any pose by using a tree-based
algorithm on a shared pool of face parts [Zhu and Ramanan, 2012]. In
addition, an estimation of the pose angle is returned for each
recognized face, which can be used to improve face recognition. This
would allow recognition of speaking in profile and improve overall
accuracy.


Fine Scene Change Detection: Occasionally, a new person's face will be
displayed in the exact same place that a previous frame’s face was displayed
without changing any of the surrounding image. The histogram-based scene
change detector may fail here. A solution is to divide the video frame into a
grid and perform the histogram-based scene change detector on each cell. If a
certain number of cells have changed, then the scene is determined to have
changed. Accuracy should improve as faces of different people will not be
connected as often.
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Improving Parsing Rules: Improving the parsing rules should increase the
accuracy of the closed caption and OCR text processing. These rules will have
a probability of identifying the speaker that will be used to choose the most
likely speaker. Instead of manually creating parsing rules, statistical
algorithms could learn parsing rules from a pre-labeled dataset.



Image Binarization: A rule-based or machine learning algorithm could find
text. This process can be automated using a combination of finding connected
components text, rules, and machine learning. Instead of looking for
background colors, it depends on finding the foreground text as connected
pixels of the same color. Then, the foreground text is set to black, and all other
pixels are set to white.



Boundary Problem: It is a possible mistake for the correct speaker name to be
shifted one speaker before or after. The solution is to make choices more
robust by deciding over an entire segment of time rather than just one point in
time.



Database of Faces and Voices: The biggest improvement in accuracy may be
from maintaining a database of face recognition and audio speaker recognition
data from processed video files. This allows past information to be
incorporated into future learning decisions, reducing the required information
in the future video files and increasing accuracy. The ability to manually edit
the database could correct errors and label faces and voices of unknown
speakers. This improvement would be the most helpful in processing news
videos from other news networks.
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Entertainment Programs: Our method can also be applied to entertainment
programs where video frames do not contain text of the speaker's name and
closed captions do not often include the speaker's name. Instead, actors’ and
actresses’ faces, names, and voices can be trained from the Internet using
websites like the Internet Movie Database, Google Images, and YouTube.



Story detection: Story detection is another important technology that uses
many of the technologies in this thesis to determine where stories start and
stop in a video file [Hauptmann and Witbrock, 1998; Boykin and Merlino,
2000]. It is needed for story segmentation. This can improve algorithms that
analyze the text.



Text Processing: Many names and words differ by only a few characters due
to OCR errors and closed captioning typing errors. A function to test if the
words are close enough to be the same word will be programmed in the future.
Also, a function to test a word is a likely English word will be programmed.
This is to remove junk words from the OCR and closed captioning.



Choosing the Speaker Name: Instead of using weighted majority voting, other
algorithms such as neural networks and Bayesian probability will be tried to
improve accuracy when choosing the speaker name. Confidence values for
each name should be maintained and reported in the final output.
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